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To Heaven and Back With Angels
2019-07-13
something in the distance caught my eye it sparkled in the
resounding darkness and i understood that that would be the end
a real life changing story of a person who found himself in the
middle of purgatory

To Heaven and Back 1997
some say they saw heaven others say they saw hell all have had a
near death experience and all have a unique story of the many
best selling books on near death experiences most offer a non
christian perspective to heaven and back tells of christians
whose near death experiences led them to a deeper commitment
to christ and a greater longing for the life to come rita bennett
also probes the biblical record to help both christians and non
christians prepare for eternity affirming a biblical view of the
afterlife to heaven and back is challenging inspirational and hope
filled

Visits to Heaven and Back: Are They
Real? 2015-02-19
what will heaven really be like today s bestseller lists are filled
with stories of those who have claimed to experienced heaven
firsthand curiosity about what will happen after we die is as
strong as ever in the twenty first century yet each book contains
a different story about what we will experience in heaven what
are we to believe what is true in visits to heaven and back are
they real mark hitchcock a respected bible teacher sorts out the
facts he chronicles the recent phenomenon of heaven books
comparing and contrasting the ideas presented in these books
and revealing the discrepancies and contradictions then mark
turns to the bible laying out clearly the teachings about heaven
and experiences in this life of another world the bible does reveal
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that there is a world beyond this one but it also contains clear
warnings and amazing promises discover today god s clear and
certain promises concerning heaven

To Heaven and Back 2012-10-01
a doctor s account of her own experience of death heaven and
return to life with a new realization of her purpose on earth dr
mary neal an orthopaedic surgeon was on a kayaking holiday in
chile sceptical of near death experiences she was to have her life
transformed when her kayak became wedged in rocks at the
bottom of a waterfall and was underwater for so long that her
heart stopped to heaven and back is mary s faith enriching story
of her spiritual journey her first hand experience of heaven and
its continuing life enhancing effects

I Love You to Heaven and Back
2018-03-23
i love you past the rainbow and past the earth s only moon for
god our loving creator does not live in a cold dim crater on hard
cement like rock so rough i love you to heaven and back i love
you to heaven and back is the ultimate love triangle between god
a parent or caregiver and their child children from around the
world of different races colors and disabilities ask their
caregivers on every page questions about god such as why does
god love us their caregiver ends their biblical based rhyming
answer with how god has taught them to love or given them a
blessing that they can then share with their child the hope is that
all children will come to learn that their caregiver loves them to
heaven and back because jesus died on the cross for us to make
it possible jesus will return to the earth to judge the living and
the dead and so truly will come back from heaven this book can
be read cover to cover broken into sections just to answer the
same question your child recently asked or question answer and
bible passages read from the bottom of every page to make a
daily devotional out of the book give this book to children who
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have a terminal illness or one that may become terminal to give
them permission to die comfort that they will no longer suffer a
calmness that heaven is fun and a certainty that you as the
caregiver will be joining them soon of course only god knows
when our time on earth will end it could be tomorrow or not till
we are 110 so every child needs a copy of this book today
without delay

To Heaven and Back With Angels
2020-09-15
this book is an amazing true story about how i went to heaven
during brain surgery and spoke with angels there and here these
angels have so much love for us that you can actually feel their
love they truly understand our pain but life is a mission that we
must all complete

Journey to Tricon : My Trip to Heaven
and Back 2013-01-29
what amazes people most about this book is that it provides an
actual glimpse into the vast mystical and wondrous world of the
spirit for it is the written account of the author s journeys there
guided through the experience by a boy from the city of tricon in
this masterfully constructed outpost of heaven itself the author
discovers that facilities in the heavenly realms are far superior to
those on earth and that tricon is a staging area for one of the
greatest wars ever to be fought between the forces of good and
the armies of the evil fallen ones join travis as he travels through
the vastness of space in a living spacecraft named lambda
experience the enormity and beauty of new jerusalem the
heavenly city being constructed to house millions of souls from
earth see behind the veil that shrouds our present dimension in
darkness and discover what forces there are at work for and
against us in this great battle
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A Journey to Hell, Heaven, and Back
2020-11-17
a journey to hell heaven and back in 1978 ivan tuttle was living a
carefree life going from one party to the next from one high to
anotherwhen his fun free life was interrupted by a pain in his leg
doctors told him he had a dangerous blood clot in his legbut ivan
didnt pay much attention to that he was 26 and felt fine blood
clots were a problem for his grandfather not him until the clock
ran out ivan tuttle suddenly found himself dragged down to hell
for a horrifying lesson in the reality of eternity he was spared
and even saw heaven before being sent back to earth with quite
a story to tell

To Heaven&back 1997
i walked closely with god for many years hearing his actual voice
experiencing instantaneous healing miracles and on numerous
occasions receiving help from my guardian angel this blessed
journey led me to believe that jesus wanted me to visit him in
heaven not in a near death experience but through mediation to
heaven and back again includes o the detailed chronicles of my
experiences with meditation o with the help of the discipline of
meditation how god gave me detailed instructions which guided
me through the preparation for the journey to heaveno how god
verified that traveling to heaven through meditation was his will
for me by allowing me to meet my guardian angel on earth
before the actual journey to heaven this book was published in a
less traditional way according to the instructions i received from
god each experience with meditation was published as it
happened on my blog and in this book so that readers will be
able to join me on the journey if they wish god told me that the
journey will be complete by the end of 2015 at that time i fully
expect to share what happened while i am in heaven as well as
an interview with jesus
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To Heaven and Back Again 2015-12-01
the author describes her near death experience into a celestial
atmosphere and being ushered to heaven s door her dilemma is
to stay in this peaceful joyful and exceeding love or to return to a
world of craziness intertwined with the love she adored her soul
mate s pleas for her return was the cause of her decision

My Journey to Heaven and Back 2012
exciting new book by ivan s tuttle depicting the journey between
heaven hell after he died and then came back to life never has a
book been written quite like this one before it takes you through
the journey of his life up until his death then it takes you through
his death experience and back to life maybe one in five hundred
billion can every say they have been to both places after dying he
takes you into the pit of hell where people spoke to him he will
describe the sights and smells of hell why he was there and why
hell couldn t keep him one of the most interesting part of the
book is when he goes to heaven and is greeted by an angel of the
lord what that angel showed him about the future and what he
was supposed to do when he was sent back to earth there were
gifts that god bestowed upon him before leaving heaven he was
ordered not to talk about the experience until the holy spirit
spoke to him to tell him to start telling people about it all in all
you will find this book to be intriguing with some of the twists
and turns in his life and what happened after he died very few if
any can speak about this subject with authority like he has sit
back and enjoy reading this unique perspective of heaven and
hell once you start you won t want to put it down

Entrapment 2014-04-11
ever read the bible and thought wow that was good stuff but
deep inside you re like wait what i ve been in a christian family
my whole life and gave my life to christ in 2010 so you d think i
get the bible pretty good but that s not the case sometimes i read
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it and read it and i still don t get it however that s one of the
beauties of the bible it really is the living word it shows you
understanding and new meaning to life it transforms people
gives us hope and reminds us how much god really loves us you
just never stop learning about god after embarking on a journey
through reading the gospels in chronological order i felt inspired
to write about how god jesus the holy spirit might have felt
during jesus s time on earth their feelings and thoughts in
modern day writing i also wanted to include some of my own
perspectives things i learned while i read the gospels

From Heaven and Back 2023-12-07
what happens when you die how does one transcend mankind to
heavenly being the known to the eternal mystery one spring day
in 1971 calvin cassady a southwest missouri teenager was a
victim in an unexplained automobile accident on a curvy ozark
mountain roadway the impact caused the car that calvin was a
passenger in to burst into flames plunging him into a clouded
existence that included a walk through the valley of the shadow
of death leaving him on the threshold of eternal life eternity
surrounded him and filled him with an absolute certainty of
heaven standing before the master and all his creation calvin
became troubled with the vision of his judgment and the life that
he brought with him consumed with feelings of emptiness he
needed fulfillment bridging the gap is the story of that
miraculous event and the life of fulfillment that followed
experience that fulfillment through calvin s spouse his children
his students his friends and through the lives of total strangers
as they became players in the great spiritual adventures of his
life observe as the holy spirit guides calvin through natural
disasters and serious health issues and feel the love as he takes
into the mission field bridging the gap celebrates the ordinary
and illustrates the extraordinary results that occur during a
lifetime lived for christ while you continue your spiritual journey
remember that faith hope and love conquer all may your journey
be fruitful and may god s peace be with you
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Bridging the Gap 2013-02
near death experiences challenge our beliefs about death
afterlife are heaven hell for real could it be possible to have a
consciousness after you die real stories of people that got a
second chance the fascinating stories of people that have had
their lives profoundly changed by their nde experience these are
the stories that fascinate the most unexplainable mysteries to
some but the people that lived them are 100 certain that they
actually happened and if they did our current beliefs about life
reincarnation and what lies beyond death are profoundly
challenged this book bundles the experiences of people around
the world what is striking is the amazing similarities some of
these testimonials have the movement towards a light and
another place that was dark and horrific a resemblance of
perhaps a real world heaven and hell what can i expect to read in
this book numerous real world testimonials from real near death
experiences people from around the world who shared their life
changing moments occurances where people experienced a bone
chilling darkness after they died similar to what we describe as a
hell but also how these people got another chance profound
changes in the lives of people before and after their nde
moments carefully selected 100 real stories from people that
claim to have lived an nde life after death the scientific world
knows very little about life after death let alone what lies beyond
it but the jaw dropping experiences of some people makes us
think is there such a thing as existence after we die is there a
place of light and a place of darkness could it be that we
reincarnate these are all questions that could be answered
through our studies of near death experiences reading about nde
s will change your view on life and religion perhaps you will
change your ways after reading these stories so you may
encounter light in your afterlife start reading immediately by
clicking the add to cart button at the top of this page the stories
will amaze you
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Nde 2017-02-11
when a massive pileup on an arizona highway caused valerie
paters and her jeep to be entombed beneath a semi truck in a
blinding snowstorm it seemed certain that her life would soon
end once extracted from the mangled metal and suffering from
massive injuries valerie was hospitalized and placed on life
support while doctors waited to harvest her organs but valerie
was more alive than she had ever been as she stood in the
radiant presence of jesus he wrapped her into himself assuring
her of his love and of the promise that heaven is only a breath
away heaven is a breath away is a thrilling first hand account of
the home that awaits christians when they draw their last breath
here on earth with open arms christ welcomes to heaven those
who belong to him rarely has this vision been told in such
exquisite detail it will undoubtedly comfort those who have lost
loved ones or are near death themselves heaven is a breath away
gives hope and encourages faith by sharing the heaven jesus
promised a real place magnificent in scope and beauty
permeated with iridescence and alive with divine energy and love

Heaven Is a Breath Away 2015-04-07
a first hand account of one woman s journey to heaven and back
the first part is her story of what happened when she died and
how it felt to be in heaven and then come back the second part is
written by the angel white eagle and explains the science of
frequency the third part is a 5 step manifestation process that
linda developed in her lecture series a must have for the student
of the law of attraction and manifestation

To Heaven and Back 2015-03-01
i opened my eyes to find i m lying flat on my back on a strange
bed everything i see is unknown except for my family gathered
around the bed looking down at me i have no idea where i am or
what day it is i try to speak but i can t make a sound i try to
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remember what happened but my thoughts are foggy i move to
reach for my face only to find my hands are tied to the bed rail
my family tries to calm me as memories start rushing back of
collapsing at home tears begin to fill my eyes my daughter wipes
them away because i can t this is my story and how i began to
understand why this happened where had i been during the five
days i lost why couldn t i remember anything past collapsing at
home except for a dream or was it a dream for the past several
years with help of family and friends i ve been trying to fit
together all the pieces one thing i am sure of is i was comforted
from heaven

Comforted from Heaven 2018-03-31
a glimpse of glory is a wonderful testament to gods love and
promises from one who experienced deathonly reluctantly
returning to life as we know it from the hereafter the author
wipes away the trepidation even christians feel toward death and
an inkling of what comes next while sharing his own humble
beginnings rugged upbringing and experiences rick east is the
real deal and has a great message in his acceptance of jesus
christ as his lord and savior and what he believes god wants him
to share with as many as possible this story is first rate with a
vivid emotional impact and obviously has gods blessing nick
weyland fellow author and christian brother a glimpse of glory a
mysterious illness caused rick east to lapse into respiratory
failure the afternoon of december 25 2012 rick discovered his
spirit was in heaven and was being coached by the holy spirit
rick saw the city of heaven and had many conversations with the
holy spirit the holy spirit answered questions that have puzzled
christians for years

A Glimpse of Glory 2013-08-08
why is it that a grief so well known to many mothers and fathers
is so isolating and kept so silent denelle scanlan is at it again
shining light on yet another taboo topic together with her
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husband and fellow author chris scanlan and contributions from
others who share the same loss denelle shares her family s own
story of multiple miscarriages and many times of wrestling with
their faith this candid personal narrative follows a young couple
coming to reality after their first two babies were born into
heaven searching desperately for healing and clinging to hope in
the midst of anxiety follow along in the scanlans journey of
discovering god is good even if he says no how to open up to
healing despite the pain how to fight for hope and faith amidst
the despair of anxiety and depression love you to heaven and
back overcoming grief with praise is a stepping stone to move
forward in the process of healing

Love You to Heaven and Back
2024-05-25
poetry that moves poetry that challenges poetry that can bring a
smile to your face and poetry that releases people s fears and
frustrations is as rare as hen s teeth but that is what we have
here nothing so deep that it needs a degree in theology to
understand it and nothing so trite that you want to discard it
stewart french writes with sincerity and an understanding borne
of his joint experiences of personal isolation as well as being part
of a loving family borne of his experiences of redundancy and
relative success and springing from his personal faith nurtured
by those in the fellowship of his local church and by many others
in the wider church in this short book stewart touches on key
dates in the christian calendar as well as reaching the emotions
as he faces and documents his personal doubts fears and
frustrations all poems hymns and articles included in this book
are the copyright of the author and whilst they may be used for
public worship or broadcasting stewart asks that they are not
lent copied retrieved stored or reproduced without prior
permission should you wish to contact the author please email to
stewartfrench poetry hotmail co uk
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From Heaven and Back Again
2011-03-28
this story is about a stubborn german workaholic farm girl who
qualified for the marathon but instead conquered the fight of her
life through 30 years of surgeries illnesses severe pain job loss
loneliness financial loss and divorce but kept her focus on one
thing her faith through the strength and love of jesus and
becoming an overcomer to help others in their struggles with two
visits to heaven and a special message from jesus to you i can tell
you that life on earth is just the beginning jesus has a special
home for each of us only if we want it the righteous will be saved
the wicked will be punished and jesus is establishing a heaven on
earth the success is going back to that very first day and trying
to qualify for that race again but this time with a tarnished
broken body and an unwavering faith in our god coming soon is
her new book the gift god s fulfilled promises this sequel tells the
results what happened after the first book was published and
does god really keep his promises jeanne is a motivational
speaker life coach and embroidery designer born and raised on a
small farm in northwestern ohio created with a tomboy
workaholic attitude which guided her through some very tough
trials her goal in life is to bring hope love and glory through jesus
to everyone and to give them a glimpse of heaven as she has her
coaching empowers others to discover their god given gifts to
living a life of pure joy in any circumstance through our lord and
savior jesus christ

A Journey of Hope to Heaven and Back
2020-08-18
new york times bestseller in this inspired follow up to the million
copy bestseller to heaven and back dr mary neal featured in the
netflix original series surviving death shares untold stories about
her encounters with jesus and powerful insights about how the
reality of heaven can make each day magnificent if you want
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practical ways to bring more of heaven into your life today dr
neal shows how john burke pastor and author of new york times
bestseller imagine heaven dr mary neal s unforgettable account
of the chilean kayaking accident that took her life and sent her
on a journey to heaven and back riveted millions of readers but
as she shared her story with audiences throughout the world dr
neal realized she had more to tell especially on the biggest
questions such as how does her story help others and how does
knowing that heaven is real change our lives here on earth in 7
lessons from heaven dr neal takes readers deeper into her
experience which included meeting jesus face to face encounters
with angels and a journey to a city of light she digs into
important findings about the physiology of drowning and shares
why from the perspective of heaven we can know that beauty
blossoms from even our greatest losses then she shows how each
of us can personally experience god s presence develop an
absolute trust in the truth of god s promises and learn how to live
joyfully every day

7 Lessons from Heaven 2017-09-19
to heaven and back tells the story of fr john tourangeau s near
death experience that took him to the threshold of heaven and
back that episode alone makes this book undeniably memorable
but what makes it important and a gift for the reader is that after
this life altering experience fr tourangeau discovers that if he is
truly to move from death back to life he must deal with his own
pain and brokenness with the memories and fears that hold him
bound and with all the things that rob him of hope in his
discovery that he is called to be a wounded healer fr tourangeau
becomes a trustwor thy spiritual companion and guide who
reminds us that we find free dom and peace only when we are
not afraid to be the person that god s love summons us to be
most of all to heaven back is a blessing because it is written with
the heartfelt conviction that god always calls us to fullness of life
from the book while connecting me up to various machines and
monitors and placing nitroglycerine tablets under my tongue the
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doctor looked at me early on and said you waited too long to get
here sir i was petrified there was no immediate response on my
part only a deep sense of fear entombed by a completely
paralyzed inner spirit much to my surprise he spoke again sir you
ve waited too long to get here you re not going to make it and he
continued if you believe in god this is the time to make peace in
that very moment i said to myself what do you mean if you
believe in god of course i believe in god i m a man of faith and a
catholic priest meet fr john fr john tourangeau o praem a
norbertine priest who had an afterlife experience following a
major heart attack emphatically states heaven is for real within
this enlightening and hope filled book fr john weaves a powerful
and dynamic tapestry of the kingdom of god at hand through the
exploration of christian tradition sacred scripture catholic
teaching as well as his own lived experiences while the fullness
of heaven cannot be fully experienced in our life here on earth
father explains we are able to more fully experience god s love
for us through our relationships with others for it is in and
through these relationships that we draw closer to christ and his
promise for us

Why call them back from heaven? 1963
1 new york times best seller with more than 11 million copies
sold and amazon s 17 best selling book of all time heaven is for
real was the best selling non fiction book of 2011 as reported by
nielsen s bookscan and it was made in to a major motion picture
by sony in 2014 do you remember the hospital colton sonja said
yes mommy i remember he said that s where the angels sang to
me when colton burpo made it through an emergency
appendectomy his family was overjoyed at his miraculous
survival what they weren t expecting though was the story that
emerged in the months that followed a story as beautiful as it
was extraordinary detailing their little boy s trip to heaven and
back colton not yet four years old told his parents he left his body
during the surgery and authenticated that claim by describing
exactly what his parents were doing in another part of the
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hospital while he was being operated on he talked of visiting
heaven and relayed stories told to him by people he met there
whom he had never met in life sharing events that happened
even before he was born he also astonished his parents with
descriptions and obscure details about heaven that matched the
bible exactly though he had not yet learned to read with
disarming innocence and the plainspoken boldness of a child
colton tells of meeting long departed family members he
describes jesus the angels how really really big god is and how
much god loves us retold by his father but using colton s
uniquely simple words heaven is for real offers a glimpse of the
world that awaits us where as colton says nobody is old and
nobody wears glasses heaven is for real will forever change the
way you think of eternity offering the chance to see and believe
like a child continue the burpos story in heaven changes
everything the rest of our story heaven is for real also is available
in spanish el cielo es real bonus material in this special movie
edition includes photos from the movie set updates from father
todd and son colton on recent events including the making of the
movie experience from the set q a s with the movie s filmmakers
and actors

To Heaven and Back 2015-07-07
through hell to heaven and back is that rare book that captivates
the imagination and offers profound spiritual insights into the
nature of life death and the human spirit first published in 2003
in kelowna b c canada this true life chronicle is based on a
hitherto lost russian language manuscript written by russian man
who recounts in detail his experiences leading up during and
after the time when he was persecuted tortured and left to die by
soviet authorities in a frigid prison cellar for three day and three
nights in stalinist russia in 1931 the poignant and compelling
afterlife experiences and insights expressed by the author and
translated into english in the early 2000 s by a linguist selected
by the original author s son offer spiritual insights that are
totally unique and deeply thought provoking they are insights
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that challenge the reader to venture beyond conventional
wisdom and the mostly unquestioned reference points from
which most people view life and the world rather than suggesting
like many self help books do that the truth is out there
somewhere this book encourages us to look inside ourselves for
the true causal factors that give rise to our experiences and the
world around us consistent with the defining principles of
quantum physics leading to the as yet unproven notion that the
fundamental constituents of the material world may not exist
independently of human observation it boldly suggests that the
causal determinants of what we experience are to be found
within the inner most psyche of each individual indeed while
encouraging intimate self reflection the account guides us to
nurture the bond between our minds and our hearts and to
understand that all that we see and all that we ever will see with
all our senses and through all our experiences is all ours is all of
us is all for us is all through us and is all to us and that there is
no death in the writing of his story this author offers humanity
profound answers and inspiration his exceptionally descriptive
simple and cogent narration can t help but both transport the
reader into those realms of heavenly experience and speak to the
inner spirit of every human being a truly life changing read

Heaven is for Real Movie Edition
2014-03-11
as her body lay dying her spirit began to travel a second chance
at heaven is an unforgettable account of one young woman s
encounter with the lord of life a visceral account of one woman s
journey to hell and back an ideal resource for parents looking to
help a teen struggling with depression and suicide supernatural
experience perfect for fans of heaven is for real and 90 minutes
in heaven as a troubled teenager tamara laroux just wants the
pain to go away crying out to god for forgiveness she makes the
heart wrenching decision to end her life as she plummets from
her body to a place of vast darkness torment and agony tamara
instantly realizes the finality of her rash decision and begs god to
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save her a second chance at heaven is a remarkable memoir of
the afterlife that will challenge each of us to ponder the reality of
heaven and hell her supernatural experience to hell and back
convinces tamara that the only knowledge that matters in this
life is that jesus is real

Through Hell to Heaven & Back!
2009-03-23
heaven is for real and you are going to like it colton burpo came
back from his trip to heaven with a very important message jesus
really really loves children in an effort to reach even more
families with this eternally significant story this runaway
bestseller is now told from colton kid to kids children will receive
the same comfort and assurance that so many adults have
received from the trade book beautifully illustrated under colton
s direction he shares his experiences in first person and
comments on things that will be important to kids a letter to
parents is included to guide them as they talk to their children
about heaven scripture along with a q a section with answers
from the bible are also included in the book

A Second Chance at Heaven
2018-06-12
虫垂炎の手術で生死の境をさまよった4歳のコルトンは 奇跡の退院のあと 両親に驚くべきことを話し出した 手術中に天国
へ行き 神 イエス 天使 虹の馬 そしてサタンに会ったこと 彼が生まれるとうの昔に亡くなったひいおじいちゃんと 彼がそ
の存在すら知らなかった ママのぽんぽんで死んじゃった お姉ちゃんに会ったこと 牧師をしている父 私 は 戸惑いながら
も 一心にコルトンの話に耳を傾けるうち その天国の描写が 聖書のそれとあまりにも一致していることに気がつく 幼い少
年の口から紡ぎだされる天国の話に 大人たちは学び やがて 癒されていく

Heaven is for Real for Kids 2011-11-07
while a whole lot of debate is on about the existence of the
supernatural the miraculous or even the reality of heaven and
hell well some people have quite some things to say either from
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books they have read or movies watched or an experience of
their own no matter how some people might want to deny it
there is a feeling within us that there is an existence of a higher
force that seems to have control over quite a lot of things such
that sometimes things unbelievably work for us while at other
times they work against us even when the situation seems
perfect the supernatural still remains a phenomenon that is
widely open to speculations theories beliefs doctrines and
opinions as various bodies and organizations have tried to solve
the mystery behind it either through scientific means or
otherwise while others have just learned to embrace it and
believe in it various cultures have different beliefs about the
supernatural as well as the subject of heaven and hell and they
also have different names for these two places but in all the
beliefs one thing is common death will take you to one of these
places whether you like it or not and it is also believed that a
good person will be going to heaven while a bad person will
proceed to hell but i think it is safe to say that the supernatural is
a little more complicated than that even the creation of life still
has some mystery surrounding it and even though the scientists
seem to have it all figured out there are still some unexplainable
events surrounding the phenomenon of creation so how much
more the supernatural itself in which some events just beyond
our imagination occur and we have a hard time dealing with it or
understanding it no matter how a lot of us might want to deny
the existence of the supernatural mainly because we shudder at
the realization of its reality it still does not change the fact that
beyond the natural is another level of reality on its own that is
quite beyond human imagination there have been stories of
people about heaven how they have gone to heaven and then
sent back to warn or tell people about it there have also been few
stories about the sighting of hell or its existence but whether you
want to believe it or not the existence of these two places cannot
be denied which makes it very interesting to want to know about
this book will be picking stories of certain people and relaying
what their experiences were as a result of dying either from an
accident a serious terminal disease or just an unforeseen event in
order to share some perspective on this controversial subject in
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the world now do not get it wrong the book is not about trying to
make you a believer but only trying to enlighten a bit on what
you may or may not know some of these people include mary
neal who was an orthopedic surgeon that had her own nde
during a kayaking accident in southern chile another is anita
moorjani who was an intercultural consultant for multinational
corporation until she had cancer died and then came back to be
cancer free after which she then turned into a public speaker and
a new york times best selling author next is benjamin breedlove
who had been suffering from certain conditions since he was
young and had episodes where he fainted and travelled to heaven
and back before eventually dying at the age of eighteen then
there is colton burpo whose incredible story of going to heaven
really rocked 2014 to an extent that it was made into a movie his
experience gave birth to two books namely heaven is for real
made into a movie and heaven changes everything which is a
sequel to the first book well there is crystal mcvea who was a
school teacher and had her own experience when she had
pancreatitis which was when she died for nine minutes went to
heaven and then came back

天国は、ほんとうにある 2011-10-25
a fascinating true life story powerfully moving and incredibly
passionate leaving the reader with a strong sense of reflection
the book displays raw emotions in telling the story about the two
very different marriages and the strength the author possessed
through some very challenging years after the death of her
second husband and being exhausted by life the author changed
her life by moving two thousand kilometres from her memories to
start a new life for herself in her late spring a much younger man
changed her life forever a new town in tropical queensland
became her heaven on earth an incredible love story was there
for the taking but her moral obligation along with the fear of
hurting her lover by tying him to her made her leave him taking
exile in the philippines writing this book become the author s
therapy and obsession it was never intended to be published but
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after four years she returned to her beloved croatia alone the
circle of her life journey has closed and healing of her soul has
begun

Heaven There and Back 2016-05-02
わたしたちは仲間です 十四歳のある日 同級生からの苛めに耐える 僕 は 差出人不明の手紙を受け取る 苛められる者同士
が育んだ密やかで無垢な関係はしかし 奇妙に変容していく 葛藤の末に選んだ世界で 僕が見たものとは 善悪や強弱といっ
た価値観の根源を問い 圧倒的な反響を得た著者の新境地 芸術選奨文部科学大臣新人賞 紫式部文学賞ダブル受賞

To Heaven and Back 2012
freddy vest was on the back of a horse competing in a calf roping
event in front of a crowd when he suddenly collapsed due to a
heart attack he was dead before he hit the ground one moment
he was sitting on his horse the next moment he was somewhere
else somewhere beyond description he had moved on without
travel transport angelic assistance or the passage of time he was
with jesus where he discovered firsthand that heaven is a real
place and god is a real person and that death is not the end but
the beginning of true life in the day i died vest touches on the
transformation from death to heaven and some of the benefits of
finding oneself in that place including the unforgettable
awareness of god s presence the sense of his immeasurable love
the freedom from the constraints of time the ease of
communication with the lord the peace and security that attend
his presence the understanding that prayers are instantly heard
by god

To Heaven and Back 2022-05-31
while connecting me up to various machines and monitors and
placing nitroglycerine tablets under my tongue the doctor looked
at me early on and said you waited too long to get here sir i was
petrified there was no immediate response on my part only a
deep sense of fear entombed by a completely paralyzed inner
spirit much to my surprise he spoke again sir you ve waited too
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long to get here you re not going to make it and he continued if
you believe in god this is the time to make peace in that very
moment i said to myself what do you mean if you believe in god
of course i believe in god i m a man of faith and a catholic priest
fr john tourangeau o praem a norbertine priest who had an
afterlife experience following a major heart attack emphatically
states heaven is for real within this enlightening and hope filled
book fr john weaves a powerful and dynamic tapestry of the
kingdom of god at hand through the exploration of christian
tradition sacred scripture catholic teaching as well as his own
lived experiences while the fullness of heaven cannot be fully
experienced in our life here on earth father explains we are able
to more fully experience god s love for us through our
relationships with others for it is in and through these
relationships that we draw closer to christ and his promise for us

ヘヴン 2012-05
moses was eighty years old when god called him to free abraham
s descendants from over four hundred years of egyptian slavery
god has a purpose for each of us no matter what our age it was
during my eightieth year that god inspired me to write this book i
have learned we are never too old or never too young to be used
for god s purpose we just need to be willing trust god and follow
his leading there are three major religions on this earth whose
roots are established in the god of abraham islam judaism and
christianity each of these religions claims to believe in one god
each of these religions claims that god is the god of abraham the
muslims through ishmael whose mother was hagar the jews
through isaac whose mother was sarah the christians through
jesus christ whose mother was mary who came from the line of
david who came from the seed of abraham who is the god of
abraham i pray this book will answer that question god has an
immense love for us he created us in his image he desires that
we know his love receive his love and show his love to others that
we seek unity with him and with each other during hurricane
matthew deputy eric oliver and his co workers worked around
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the clock risking their lives for all of us who live here in his
response to his friend who wanted him to leave and not risk
danger and death he responded that his calling was to help
people eric fulfilled his calling jesus fulfilled the purpose for
which he was called he paved the way for us to truly know the
god of abraham he paved the way for us to live with him forever

The Day I Died 2014-06-03
part crime drama part self help but totally captivating author
kimberly lollis parrish shares her powerful story of love brutal
loss and crushing grief when her baby brother griffen was born
he captured the hearts of everyone who met him and kimberly
loved him as if he were her own growing up in small town south
carolina he did his best to rise above the cruelty in life but it
slowly dragged him down finally leaving him dead by the side of
the road his mangled body offered clues but authorities didn t
seem interested in answers ignoring crime scene evidence
conflicting witness accounts and the marker drawings on griffen
s own body they called it a simple drunk driving accident broken
and bent with grief kimberly heard griffen s sweet voice
whispering i love you all the way to heaven and back and decided
that s just how far she d go to find justice what she found along
the way was strength hope and her ability to touch others
dealing with overwhelming grief

To Heaven and Back 2015-07-07
poetry that moves poetry that challenges poetry that can bring a
smile to your face and poetry that releases people s fears and
frustrations is as rare as hen s teeth but that is what we have
here nothing so deep that it needs a degree in theology to
understand it and nothing so trite that you want to discard it
stewart french writes with sincerity and an understanding borne
of his joint experiences of personal isolation as well as being part
of a loving family borne of his experiences of redundancy and
relative success and springing from his personal faith nurtured
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by those in the fellowship of his local church and by many others
in the wider church in this short book stewart touches on key
dates in the christian calendar as well as reaching the emotions
as he faces and documents his personal doubts fears and
frustrations all poems hymns and articles included in this book
are the copyright of the author and whilst they may be used for
public worship or broadcasting stewart asks that they are not
lent copied retrieved stored or reproduced without prior
permission should you wish to contact the author please email to
stewartfrench poetry hotmail co uk

Why Call Them Back from Heaven?
1967

I Love You from Heaven to Earth and
Back 2017-08-16

All the Way to Heaven and Back
2013-12-19

From Heaven and Back Again 2011-03
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